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Space
Upcoming Trips
Science Museum 09/05/18
PE
Year 5 PE will take place twice a week.
Your child will need to bring a full
change of clothes suitable for physical
activity. Your child should bring their PE
kit to school on a Monday as without a
full PE kit, your child will not be able to
take part and will receive a detention.
Reading
The children will be given reading books
to take home each week. All children
need to read both independently and with
an adult. Please ensure that you sign the
children’s reading record card when they
have read for at least 15 minutes.
Children will collect stickers in school and
will then receive awards during assembly.

Mathletics and Reading Eggs Mathletics
and Reading Eggs are online programs
that can be used at home to support the
children’s learning in school. Each child
was given a log-in and

password during the last academic
year. If they have lost either or need
some additional support using each
program, please encourage them to
inform us in school.

THIS HALF TERM:

English
Consolidation of Year 5 Grammar, study of
a fantasy story – ‘The Lost Thing’, writing
a discussion text
Maths

Homework
A half termly topic homework has been
given out, which has several creative
activities that your child can complete
at home. The children will also receive
Maths and spelling homework weekly.

Place Value, Consolidating Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication and Division,
Shape and Measure

Children will also be expected to
practice times tables and mental maths
at home for a weekly test.

Topic

5JW and 5JA Maths Groups: Consolidate
Speed and accuracy of times tables
upto 12 x 12 and relevant division facts.
Eg: 5 x 7 = 35 so 35 ÷ 5 = 7. Using and
applying times table facts Eg: 70 x 5 =
350 so 350 ÷ 5 = 70.

Science
Earth and Space
Space
RE
Judaism
PSHE
Embarrassment, forgiveness,
how to be a supportive friend
Computing
Blogging
Languages
Spanish

